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Vocabulary #1: Complete with the correct body part. 
#2: Listening. Mark the body part for the activity. May be more than 1 
       answer. 

#3: Fill in the blanks with the missing vocabulary words. 
#4-5: Listening. Fill in the blanks. 
#6: Listening. Select the person who does the activity. 

#7: Complete with words/phrases from the list. Conjugate verbs when  
       appropriate. 
#8: Complete with words/phrases from the list. 

#9: Listening. Choose the word to complete the sentence. 
#10: Fill in the blank with chapter vocab based on the picture. 
#11: Listening. Match the audio to the picture. 

Pronunciación #12: Listening. Select the letter that makes the sound you hear. 

Preterite/imperfect #13: Conjugate in the preterite and imperfect as indicated. 

#14: Choose if it is a use for the preterite/imperfect. 
#15: Choose the correct verb conjugation. 

#16: Listening. Choose the correct verb conjugation. 
#17: Listening. Choose the person who did the action. 
#18: Choose the correct translation. 

#19: Choose imperfect/preterite. 
#20: Conjugate based on choices from #19. 
#21: Choose the preterite/imperfect. 

#22: Complete the sentence with the past progressive (estaba +  
        -ando/-iendo) and the preterite. Follow the model.  
#23: Complete the paragraph with the correct conjugations of  

         preterite/imperfect. 
#34: Decide if the example is a use of preterite/imperfect. 
#38: Complete the paragraph with the correct conjugations of  

         preterite/imperfect. 

Pronombres 
relativos (que, 

quien, lo que) 

#24: Complete with the correct relative pronoun. 
#25: Listening. Complete the paragraph with the missing relative pronouns. 

#26: Choose the correct relative pronoun. 
#27: Fill in the blank with the missing relative pronouns. 
#35: Choose the correct relative pronoun for the explanation. 

#36: Choose the explanation for the example. 
#39: Choose the correct relative pronoun. 

Pronombres 
reciprocales 
(se,nos) 

#28: Review. Fill in the blank with the missing reflexive pronoun (Ch. 5) 
#29: Use the reciprocal pronoun to describe the pic. Follow the model. 
#37: Use the reciprocal form of the verb 

#40: Write the reciprocal form of the verb.  

Cultura #33: Label the map. 

Un poco de todo #30: Complete the paragraph using pret/imperfect and other information. 
#31: Listening. Cierto/falso 
#32: Listening. Complete the paragraph with vocab from the list.  

        Conjugate verbs as appropriate. 

*Use the “save and exit” feature to do a little at a time. (You will need to click "submit" to  

   actually see the correct answers. See the file on the student blog which explains this.) 

*Be sure to “submit” before the due date! 

*Use the “check my work” feature to make sure you are on the right track. 

*Use the “ask your instructor question” feature to email your instructor questions if you do 

not understand why an answer is wrong. 
 


